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JESUS IS LORD!
Make an honest difference. Do more than just mark time!

RIGHTEOUS STEWARDSHIP DOES NOT LET
RELIGION AND GOVERNMENT BE A DISHONEST
TYRANNY OF COVETING & STEALING!

Religious Officials Wield Orwellian Tyranny
that Sabotages the Exodus’ Freedom!

Until All Thugs in Government are Gone,
Do Not Turn Your Weapons into Plowshares!
SEE WHAT “THEY” DON’T WANT YOU TO KNOW! _
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The Matter of Tyranny or an Honest Promised Land
Has Hinged on the Dedication that Religious
Officials have for Honesty,

…Or the Lack Thereof.
LOST: AN HONEST PROMISED LAND
The idea of an Honest Promised Land was sacrificed since the
earliest days of the Levitical Priesthood because “clergy” have lazily
elevated authority over honesty, rarely ever being diligent enough to
truthfully challenge the coveting and stealing done by the means of
“government.” This reflects the thread of collusion between religion
and government that has deceitfully run through Judeo-Christianity,
sacrificing an Honest Promised Land because “rulers” in both
religion and government have together often sought adulation,
praise, and power by the easiest means available.
Religious officials have used religion to broadly leverage that “faith
accepts tyrannies” rather than that “faith uses honesty to oppose
tyrannies.” Rulers have returned favor through providing bribing
benefits to “religion” and for “religious officials.” By this draconian
arrangement, tyrannies dominate Judeo-Christianity - even making
Egypt’s Pharaohs to pale in comparison.

Take “red pills” about religion’s Orwellian matrix!
Avoid “blue pills” that embellish “authority” or provide
“official” loopholes for the “Establishment” to covet and steal.
(Yes, borrowing from the film “The Matrix.”)
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“Public Servants” Have Long
Been Sly Masters Instead!
BEGIN A NEW EXODUS!

Maintaining “Religion” that is Soft
on Despots who Give Benefits to
Religion has been a Crafty Work Done
by Religious Officials that Stems from
the Levitical Curse of Genesis 49:5-7.
RELIGIOUS OFFICIALS DO NOT
WANT YOU TO REALIZE!
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Hath God really said that
governments can covet and steal?
Clergy have seemed to think so!

It is high time to remove religion's tax-exempt status and other
special benefits it receives from government. Jesus had none.
It is the only way to make religion finally be honest about
government’s coveting and stealing for the sake of an
Honest Promised Land.
Unlike most “ministries,” Jesus' ministry paid taxes so it would not
appear that he was protecting himself by being in cahoots with
government authority. Be like Jesus!
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Legions of Judeo-Christian
Despots Owe Much to
Judeo-Christian
“Religious Officials.”
Yes, the Bible has many attractive features like wisdom,
spellbinding drama, accurate history, and eternal Promises because
of Jesus’s Passion on the Cross. However, both the Bible and
Judeo-Christian “ministry” have been plagued with a seemingly
everlasting inability to address and deal with the coveting and
stealing that “rulers” have done by means of “government” being in
cahoots with “religion.”
The Commandments against coveting, stealing, and the bearing
of false witness (i.e. the Commandments against dishonesty) are
especially important because they detail the temporal character of
honesty that God meant for the “Promised Land” to have, a
character that was intended to eventually convey the Gospel in the
most vibrant way by building honesty upon honesty.
Sadly, the conveyance of the Gospel’s message has often been
made ineffective by “ministry” dishonestly elevating a paradigm of
authority-over-honesty, a paradigm that has often even determined
it proper to use tyrannical force to expand the reigns of both JudeoChristian “rulers” and their cooperative Judeo-Christian “religious
officials.”
Oh how the Gospel message and the “Promised Land” of JudeoChristianity have been sabotaged by “religion” that aids “rulers” in
both government and religion to slyly seek adulation, praise, and
power by the easiest means available!
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Most everyone has generally agreed that the Commandments
against coveting, stealing, and the bearing of false witness are clear.
They have been clear though for the little observed but very key
reason that these Commandments came about BEFORE the Levites
were able to cement their “authority” as Israel’s official and
authoritative “Priesthood,” a “Priesthood” which would eventually
both choose and edit many Scriptures to their liking of authorityover-honesty by slyly embellishing and elevating “authority.”
It is important to keep the Levites’ cunning in mind for two
reasons. First, the Levites were who originally planted and wove
many “traditions” into both Scripture and “ministry.” “Traditions” of
“ministry” have slyly embellished and elevated “authority” while also
kicking-to-the-curb, as much as possible, any application of the
Commandments against coveting, stealing, and the bearing of false
witness to “religion” and “government” acting together in cahoots as
“Establishment.” Secondly, the Levites were previously cursed for
their evil and cruelty, as detailed in Genesis 49:5-7. The Levites’ evil
and cruel nature seems to have been a feature that went with them
into the “Priesthood” and has since made way for much of the
despotism that has flourished throughout Judeo-Christianity.
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Indeed, prophets have been repeatedly called upon to “fix” what
the Levites have deceitfully sown into the Bible and practically all
“ministry.” Not even events like the Magna Carta, the Reformation, and
the American Revolution have effectively countered the Levites’ deceitful
“authority-over-honesty” paradigm which still reigns through Scripture and
“ministry” to infect modern “church.”
It is no wonder that Jesus had no “religious officials” in his close circles!
For the sake of an Honest Promised Land that seeks first to place honesty
into both its government and religion as means to then most vibrantly
begin telling the Gospel message, be like Jesus!
To "those who have ears to hear," the Bible itself needs a great
reexamination to rid it of the "authority-over-honesty" paradigm which
could only have been planted by the "traditions" of sly "religious officials."

POKER REVEALS BETTER THAN
THE BIBLE! THANK SAGE ATHEISTS!
Starting with his early studies of the card game poker, Dr. Frank R.
Wallace has arguably analyzed and extrapolated better on the subject of
“honesty” in his publications than what the Bible and “ministry” have ever
done in comparison. Add then to Wallace's writings other notably famous
and legendary works by both George Orwell and Ayn Rand. The startling
result is arriving to see the Bible as containing a Levitical scheme which
has been repeatedly played as a winning hand of poker by "rulers" in both
religion and government who have colluded as “Establishment” ever since
the epic Books of Exodus and Numbers.

Frank R. Wallace’s books analyze
the intricate “whys” and “hows” of
“coveting, stealing, and bearing of
false witness” better than
“ministry” has ever been willing.

POKER
By
Frank R.

Wallace
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"The Proof is in the Pudding."
Do not discount the continued fallout into present-day
"ministry" of (1) the curse that fell upon the Levites in Genesis 49:57 or (2) the Levites remaining evil and slyly cruel as a "Priesthood."
Not even more modern events like the Magna Carta, the
Reformation, and the American Revolution have effectively
countered the Levites' deceitful “authority-over-honesty” paradigm
which still reigns through Scripture and “ministry” to infect modern
"church.” Levitically inspired "traditions” that place "religion" and
its “officials" as spiritual hubs of societal "Establishment" still
produce much sly collusion between religion and government.
Beware and make mindful note. It has been “religious officials”
who have had eons of time to "tweak" the Bible, starting with the
Levites and their impacts on the Old Testament as well as the
nearly three centuries that lead up to the New Testament.
Beginning with the Levites, "religious officials" have been cunning,
unprincipled, and slyly hypocritical in their Orwellian “ministries”
that have treacherously elevated authority-over-honesty to support
“legions” of oppression.

Jesus

had no religious officials in
his close circles. The sordid history of
“religious officials” is likely his reason,
as their deceits of colluding with
despots must have been readily
obvious to the Lord, especially since
the Trinity had already sent so many
prophets to fix the often-lacking
qualities of the “Priesthood.”
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The Levitical Curse
Genesis 49:5-7 (NKJV)
“Simeon and Levi are brothers; Instruments of cruelty
are in their dwelling place.
5

6

Let not my soul enter their council;
Let not my honor be united to their assembly;
For in their anger they slew a man,
And in their self-will they hamstrung an ox.
7

Cursed be their anger, for it is fierce;
And their wrath, for it is cruel!
I will divide them in Jacob
And scatter them in Israel.
Behold here the root of Levitical cruelty that
has used “ministries” to aid, protect, and spread
“Establishment” tyrannies ever since the Exodus by
leveraging religion to embellish and impose a sneaky
religious paradigm of “authority-over-honesty.” Religion and
government have consequently been notorious platforms for
officials wishing to covet and steal as easily as possible so
as to assist them in seeking adulation, praise, and power.
“RELIGIOUS OFFICIALS” HAVE BEEN “LEGION!”
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Why Do People Avoid
“Being-Like-Jesus” as He Was
in Matthew Chapter 23?
"It seems that many have completely missed Matthew 23.
Are we not supposed to look at those same things concerning
religious officials now? Is Matthew 23 where we draw the line
and stop following Jesus? Maybe the reason "Church" has
become so irrelevant, weak, and powerless is because its
members do not do what Jesus did. Instead, “Church” has
become not much more than a cash cow for its officials.
Seriously! Now is the time to ask yourself more than ever,
'What would Jesus do?'" - Gary Williams*

Read Matthew 23 on your own as it
is too much to reprint here.
It has much to say about “vipers” though!
Religious officials have hardly changed since the Exodus.
Fundamentally, perhaps more than ever, the words of Jesus
from Matthew 23 are applicable to today’s religious officials.
An HONEST PROMISED LAND cannot be left up to just the
“authority” of religious and government “officials.” It is
a huge lesson shown by the Bible and church history.

*Special thanks to Gary Williams for his insights!

o
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THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT
is often said to mean something along the lines of

"It is not enough to obey the letter of
the law; we must transform to the
Spirit of the law as well."
“RELIGIOUS OFFICIALS” HAVE FAILED THE SPIRIT
AND SQUANDERED AN HONEST PROMISED LAND!
Religious doctrine on government has largely centered on
doctrines that embellish "authority." Doctrine on the subject
of “honesty” has been much less pursued by the
“Establishments” found in both religion and government,
resulting in multitudes of despots maintaining tyrannies in
ancient Israel, Judah, and Western Civilization.

It is time to emphasize

HONESTY-OVER-AUTHORITY
in order to topple the Orwellian
tyranny of "traditional ministry."
Ironically, atheist authors George Orwell, Ayn Rand, and
Frank R. Wallace analyze honesty like “religion” won’t.
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Thank Goodness for John 7:24
Would Jesus have caused people to think
deeply about many things but expect them
to not analyze their “authorities” with the
brains that God gave to them? Ahh, NO!
Given the long line of despots in “Judeo-Christian” history, the various
biblical admonitions about “obeying authority” need to be taken with
“a grain of salt.” No better “grain of salt” likely exists for this purpose
than John 7:24 which says “Do not judge according to appearance,
but judge with righteous judgment (NKJV).”
Consequently, given John 7:24, the various Biblical admonitions about
“obeying authority” should be seen, at best, as hopeful exuberances
about “authorities” or, at worst, reflections of plots for appeasing the
“Establishment” authorities of the times they were written. Either way,
as the author of CLERGY SECRETS, I’m just saying that it is possible to
embrace Jesus for salvation but to also judge “Establishment Authority”
with your own brains, especially when such “authority” has been trying
to act more like the Pharaohs of Egypt. – Warren Vitcenda
With cunning intentions of seeking adulation, praise, and power by the
easiest means available, modern religious officials feign “caring” and
operate as if Jesus died so that Orwellian “Establishment” could
reign through both religion and government being used to covet & steal.
Much more often than not, “RELIGIOUS OFFICIALS” support individual
rights only so long as their ability to from “Establishment” with
government is not impeded. This explains their lack of both doctrine
and preaching on the liberty gained from the Exodus – liberty that
should foil slavery by exposing cunning tyrannies along and the
despots that use them for coveting and stealing.
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The Bible’s Big Themes
NNN

One good, one bad.

1) Jesus’ Passion (Good)
2) A Lost Honest Promised Land due to legions of
“officials” in religion and government who have
sought to slyly covet, steal, and seek adulation,
praise, and power as easily as possible. (Bad)

"Church" often highlights sacrifice and forgiveness
but then frames them inside of stressing “authority”
which keeps people off-balance from honestly
inspecting the Orwellian coveting & stealing done
against them by religion and government.
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The favoring of authority-over-honesty in both the Bible
and “ministries” highly suggests that a sly pattern of
“compiling” and “tweaking” the Bible has been
traditionally maintained by religious officials.
The Levites had hundreds of years to impact the Bible as
they wanted. Decades and even centuries allowed
“religious officials” time to slyly massage the New
Testament’s contents and doctrines as well, especially
concerning “authority” while largely leaving the subject of
honesty in the dust.
Regardless of the hordes of coveting and stealing that
governments (kings, judges, bureaucrats, and even
republics) have done, religious officials have sought to
make government be their benefactors as part of their
own seeking of adulation, praise, and power.

QUESTION EVEN PAUL!
While the Apostle Paul correctly assessed “salvation,”
his trust for and embellishing of authority, especially in
Romans, suggests that he was quite in favor of
continuing the vile Levitical tradition of favoring
authority-over-honesty - even dishonest authority.
Beginning with the Roman Empire, many deceitful
“governments” have been protected by Paul’s words
while Orwellian dishonesties have often run wild!
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“Religion” Has Stealthily
Increased Tyranny by slyly

“Wanting to Help People.”
"Government” has given benefits such as tax-exempt status and
even stipends to religion because religion ostensibly “helps” people.
However, in an ironic twist that is virtually demonic, lazily minded
“religious officials” have repeatedly increased support for government
to “take care of people” which has frequently included their calls for
increasing the size of government force for the funding of altruistic
goals, force that verges into coveting and stealing. “Religion,” by
becoming increasingly trapped by religious officials seeking adulation,
praise, and power as easily as possible, becomes a cunning tool of
Orwellian “authority.”
By government being their benefactors, religious officials must
often surely feel well insulated by government. Religious officials
being loyal civil marriage officiants for government also cements close
loyalties between religion and government. Thus, religious officials
lean evermore toward wanting everyone “managed” by the
government. Subduing honesty about government’s diabolical
coveting and stealing has been a cunningly leveraged “ministry.”

"MINISTRY" BECOMES AN EVER-CREEPING EXPANSION OF
TYRANNY WHEN IT IS IN CAHOOTS WITH GOVERNMENT.

SUCH HAS BEEN JUDEO-CHRISTIANITY!
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The Bible’s Diabolical
Element
Church/religion says that people are
“created in the image of God” but then
religious officials endeavor to advocate that
people ignore the coveting and stealing done
by “rulers.” Would GOD/Jesus really ever
agree to that “being in the image of God?”
“Render unto Caesar” as said in Matthew 22:21 if you feel
you must, but do not render your hearts like pathetic
clergy have done with their silence and lack of attention
toward government’s coveting and stealing.
Beginning with the Levites, dishonest tweaks of Scripture
and doctrine by “religious officials” have likely made the
Bible covertly diabolical!

So many tyrannies and tyrants in
Judeo-Christianty and Western Civilization
point to fiendishly deviant “religious officials.”
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King David's Reputation Ranks High
as an Example of “Ministry” Slyly
Embellishing the Paradigm of
Authority-over-Honesty by Not
Being Fully Honest about David.
Recommended Reading

1) King David Versus Israel
How a Hebrew Tyrant Hated by the
Israelites Became a Biblical Hero
by David Greenberg

2) 101 Myths of the Bible
by David Greenberg
If your pastor has no “ministry” about
Orwellian coveting and stealing,
then he/she is dishonestly part of
Orwellian coveting and stealing!
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“Church” is Orwellian.
Know How!

"Orwellian”

is an adjective describing the situation, idea,

or societal condition that George Orwell identified as being
destructive to the welfare of a free and open society. It connotes
an attitude and a policy of control by propaganda, surveillance,
misinformation, denial of truth, and manipulation of the past,
including the "unperson" — a person whose past existence is
expunged from the public record and memory, practiced by
Un
modern repressive governments. Often, this includes the
circumstances depicted in his novels, particularly Nineteen
Eighty-Four. (From “Orwellian” at Wikipedia.com, emphasis added.)

Know what the “Unpersons”
of Judeo-Christianity are!
George Orwell described the “unperson” as being “totally vaporized erased from existence in the past, the present, and in the universe”
by oppressive governmental authority.

In the context of Judeo-Christianity, an “unperson” is
not a person at all. The “unpersons” that religious and government
officials have sought to have Judeo-Christian society exterminate
and forget are the Commandments to not covet, steal, or bear false
witness – which need to be honestly and righteously applied by “We
the People” to both religion and government in order to free slaves
like the Exodus began. If your “church” is not studying Levitical and
Orwellian tyranny, it is Orwellian tyranny!
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FREEDOM IN CHRIST
Is Doing What You Ought.
Examining, Analyzing, and Questioning
Tyrannies that Covet and Steal has Long
Been an “OUGHT” that Religious Officials
have Sought to Impede.

Religious officials have often not honestly advocated for
liberty because their own status and finances are tied to
the power of “rulers” to keep others enslaved.
Evil prevails when religion tricks people into being
passive about the use of government to covet and steal.
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Unravel the

Levitical
Curse

RELIGIOUS VIPERS
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Unravel the

Levitical
Curse

RELIGIOUS VIPERS
of “MINISTRY”

The Tribe of Levi, the unique and cunning “Professional
Priesthood” of ancient Israel, had evil roots - roots that
eventually infected “ministry” with “traditions” of
Orwellianism that have lasted to the present times!
Seeds of Deceitfulness and Having No “GOLDEN RULE”
Were Early Characteristics of the Tribe of Levi!
Genesis 49:5-7 (RSV)
5 Simeon and Levi are brothers; weapons of violence are their
swords.
6 O my soul, come not into their council; O my spirit, be not
joined to their company; for in their anger they slay men,
and in their wantonness they hamstring oxen.
7 Cursed be their anger, for it is fierce; and their wrath, for it is
Cruel! I will divide them in Jacob and scatter them in Israel.

FIRST A LESSON ABOUT
ALMOST ALL “COMMENTARIES”
Evidence that the Levitical Curse has marched its way into the 21st
Century is shown by "religious officials" still striving to guard and
protect "religious authority" that reaches back to the Levites.
“Theological commentaries” do disclose their dirty work.

(More on the next page.)
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The Levitical and Rabbinical “Traditions”
Cunningly Protect “Religious Authority.”
The Levitical Tradition and its later successor, the Rabbinical
Tradition, have worked hard to excuse Aaron, the Levites in particular, and
Israel in general for molding and worshipping the Golden Calf of Exodus 32.
In very outlandish fashion, both "traditions" have taken one single verse,
Exodus 12:38, and used it to extenuate circumstances to minimize their
own historical connections to the molding of the Golden Calf.

Exodus 12:38 reads, "A mixed multitude went up with them
also, and flocks and herds—a great deal of livestock (NKJV)."
Both the Levitical and Rabbinical "traditions" build upon the idea of the
"mixed multitude" that is mentioned in Exodus 12:38. They interpret and
portray the meaning of "a mixed multitude" to an extreme extent that claims
that Egyptian “trouble-makers" accompanied the Israelites out of Egypt and
agitated the Israel’s tribes to force Aaron to mold the Golden Calf and worship
it. (Those Egyptians must have been convincing trouble-makers! Haha!)
To again add "insult to injury," modern Rabbinical tradition still asserts,
without proof, that the Tribe of Levi did not participate at all with molding the
Golden Calf or worshiping it. Rabbinical tradition also "conveniently" forgets
about the Levitical Curse from Genesis 49:5-7. Isn't that interesting??
In a straightforward reading of Exodus and Numbers, it is easy to
conclude that the Levites were still as bad after the Exodus as they were
reported to be in Genesis 49:5-7. Supporting honesty was not often their thing,
but maintain power was over “40 Years in the Desert.” Also, as Aaron was a
Levite, it is highly plausible that the the Levites forced Aaron to mold the
Golden Calf for worship. Exodus 32 indicates that all tribes worshipped the
Golden Calf, but the close ties that the Levites had to Moses and Aaron lend
rationale for the Levites perhaps being the most intentioned for the crime.
(Contrary assertions by clergy are suspect.)

For more information on Levitical/Rabbinical
Traditions, consult these links.

http://jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/3922-calf-golden
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/246635/jewish/The-Golden-Calf.htm
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/691328/jewish/Why-were-the-Leviteschosen-to-be-Gds-special-ministers.htm
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NEXT: Know Why "Church Officials"
Are So Fond of the Levites!
Christian “clergy" often have a general fondness for Israel's
Levitical Priesthood, no matter the amount of tyranny or despotism
that the Levites either caused or cunningly excused.
Protecting the "mystique" of "religious authority” has been
supreme and of utmost “tradition” for almost all “church officials.”

OMG!
The Tribe of Levi Sought Adulation, Praise,
and Power - Just Like the Modern Religious
“Establishment” Still Does!
Even more evidence against the Levites’ reputation
appears after Moses returned from the mountain the first
time. Aaron reminded Moses by saying “You know the
people, that they are evil (Exodus 32:22).” Up until that
time, ONLY the Levites and the Simeons had been
considered "evil" by reputation in both Hebrew scripture
and society. As the Simeons were a lesser influential tribe
than the Levites and both Moses and Aaron were Levites,
Aaron was most likely referring to the Levites as the people
who Moses already knew (past tense) as being evil and thus
likely the most influential tribe in the rebellion of making
the golden calves. Modern clergy often evade these points
of criticism against their ministerial “prototypes.”
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Just After Getting the Commandment
to Not Murder, Moses Ordered Levites
to Murder Other Israelites. But Why!
When Moses returned the first time with the Ten
Commandments, he had a supernatural “inspired-glow”
upon his face. It is highly difficult to believe that he
would choose then to murder Israelite Hebrews who
posed no military threat - or especially if they had not
been presented yet with the Ten Commandments.
Moses would himself have been breaking one of the new
Commandments - the Commandment to not murder.
So, the question must be asked, “What caused
Moses to order the murders of Israelites anyway?”
More on the next page…

Just after getting the
Commandment from God to
not murder, Moses dared the
Tribe of Levi to break it.

BUT WHY?

More on next page…
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The Reason that the Levites were open to murdering
other Hebrews was that they sought power by becoming a
“Priesthood.” Their fierce reputation from Genesis 49:5-7
is what caused other tribes to not seek the priesthood,
thus making the Levites appear as the only “loyal” tribe.
(“Read between the lines” and remember who had much
time to embellish themselves in Scripture – the LEVITES!)

The Bloody Mob of LEVI
Upon seeing the Hebrew rebellion and hearing from Aaron about the
“evilness of the people (Exodus 32:22),” Moses must have had an idea of
“who” was most responsible for the rebellion – i.e. his own cunning Tribe of
Levi. Moses knew that the Tribe of Levi already had an intimidating
reputation that had long been recorded by the Hebrews (Genesis 49:5-7) and
that the tribe was likely seeking opportunity to gather power unto itself –
first by using Aaron to make a golden calf and then by swiftly responding in
high numbers to Moses’ call of “Whoever is on the Lord’s side—come to me!
(Exodus 32:26)” after Moses had again regained the political upper-hand
against the rebellion. Most plausibly, considering both the Levitical Curse
(Genesis 49:5-7) and the Levites’ tribal ties to both Moses and Aaron, the
heavy response by the Tribe of Levi to Moses’ call of “Whoever is on the
Lord’s side—come to me! (Exodus 32:26)” likely intimidated other tribes into
not responding.
When Moses saw that only the Tribe of Levi had responded to his call
of “Whoever is on the Lord’s side—come to me! (Exodus 32:26)”, it
presented Moses with an opportunity to subdue the otherwise troublemaking tribe by challenging them to do something that he did not really
expect them to do – thereby taming the tribe by having it reveal its own
cowardice. Moses challenged the Levites to kill their own Hebrew brothers,
companions, and neighbors (Exodus 32:27).” Moses’ challenge was
however taken up by the power-hungry Levites, resulting in the Tribe
ascending in treachery to Israel’s “Priesthood” would cause the tyranny of
“40 years in the desert” and kill an Honest Promised Land from rising – all
because of Moses’ own hasty words. LESSON: Be careful when challenging
a mob to do evil when it is seeking power, even as a trick, because it could!
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Levitical “Religious Authority” Gave Israel
40 Lost Years in the Desert and then 3,500
Years of Orwellian Tyranny to the World!
Following the events of Exodus 32:26-29, which effectively
positioned the Levites as “Ruling Establishment,” the new “Levitical
Priesthood” increased its use of intimidating “religious authority” to
coercively sanction ever increasing amounts of deceitful
“bureaucracy” in both religion and government. This led to
“tradition” of having the Commandments about not coveting and not
stealing to be institutionally forsaken - first in ancient Israel and then
also later in Judah, the Roman Empire, and forward into the 21 st
Century.

Religious Officials Slyly
Instigate Tyranny!
Tyranny has been
assembled in the pews!

NO GOLDEN RULE of the LEVITES!
PROPHETS HAD TO COME!
QUESTION: Why were prophets needed to rebuke Israel’s officials in
both government and religion?

ANSWER: It is because the priests were deceitfully crony with
government, and they leveraged “religion” for doing “ministry” by the
easiest and most profitable means available. Honoring the Exodus and
aiming for an Honest Promised Land did not happen. Sadly, Israel
embraced donning “authority” rather than honesty.
Bad priests, bad judges, and bad kings reigned in Israel, leading
civilization down a troublesome path of bad “government” ever since.
Ironically, Israel and “church” still need the writings of George Orwell,
Ayn Rand, and Frank R. Wallace to correct religion’s long-established
temporal deceit of putting temporal “authority” far ahead of honesty.
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The
Upshot
There is always more and more.
So consider this as a bonus section!
When “Religion” Prescribes Lesser Standards for
Government than for Individuals, it is Wickedness.
Dishonest tyranny then controls more easily.
Such a pattern is modern evidence that clergy
are infected with the Levitical Curse and full
of deceit rooted in Genesis 49:5-7.
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Hard Lessons
for Churchgoers

The Biblical Story again and again reveals
hard lessons for ordinary “churchgoers.”
The lessons are that (1) you must manage your religion at
the deepest levels or eventually "traditions” will be used to
manage and control you – and (2)“religious officials” seek
adulation, praise, and power by the easiest means available!
Jesus warned about “traditions,” saying in Mark 7:13, “Making

the Word of God of no effect by your tradition which you have
handed down: and many such things do you!”

Does CLERGY SECRETS play by "church rules?"
Haha! NO! But, “church” wishes that it did!

Clergy Secrets was Inspired
by STAR TREK!

The Kobayashi Maru
If you know about it, you understand!
RECOMMENDED ARTICLE: James T. Kirk Did Not
Cheat on The Kobayashi Maru Test - By Devin Faraci
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ORWELL, RAND
& WALLACE

“1984”

Multitudes of tyrannies, tyrants, and despots galore
have ruled over 3,500 years of “Judeo-Christian”
history because of the Levitical Curse (Genesis 49:57). “Religious officials” who snub George Orwell, Ayn
Rand, & Frank R. Wallace for being atheists ironically
protect Levitical tradition that sabotages both the
Exodus and an Honest Promised Land.

Unlike famous writings by Orwell, Rand, and Wallace,
“ministry” rarely analyzes how “Establishment”
has used religion and government to covet & steal.
If your preachers are not against Orwellian tyranny,
they are Orwellian tyranny!
If your “preachers” will not examine Orwellian tyranny
in the Biblical Stories (OT and NT) and in Christian
history, then find a new preacher.

The Gospel would be better spread by people
who diligently keep “Establishment” honest.
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The Deceitfully Framed Trap of

“LOVE & KINDNESS”

“Love &
Kindness”
(The bait of “religion.”)

The Traps Framing the Bait are
Sly “Ministries” that Embellish
Authority over Honesty.
“Ministry” trapping people is why tyrannies
continue to easily use “authority” to covet
and steal. Not even the Magna Carta, the
Reformation, or the American Revolution
have overcome the trap! A new Exodus is
needed for an Honest Promised Land!
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Honor the Exodus
Keep it about freedom and honesty - and
not about obeying sly “authorities” in
religion and government!

This is not
supposed to be
“Egypt” anymore!
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Religious Officials Are The
Craftiest of Money Changers
They slyly make government's coveting
and stealing "religiously acceptable” and
then they get benefits from government!

Beware when officials in government and
religion endorse each other's "authority."

Religion itself forsakes the temporal realm
when it fails to remind government to be
honest!

Where’s a Whip?
Jesus used a real whip at least
once in a temple controlled by
“religious officials.”
Religious officials are still
great money changers!
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The People of God: Deceived Not by Witches
and Demons but by Their Own “Authorities.”

END TAX BENEFITS FOR "CHURCH"
Since the Exodus, “religious officials” have given wide-ranging support to
government far too often. The Levites (Israel’s “Priesthood”) engineered this
“tradition” by using “religious authority” to dishonestly cajole for leverage that
forced “acceptance” of government that covets and steals. In payment for their
loyalty, the Levites gained crony benefits FROM Israel’s government. Eventually,
prophets were sent to Israel because the “Priests” had become Orwellian partners
with government and were not doing honest jobs. Such “Deep-State
Establishment” has continued in many nations up through the present times.
The Levites were a special evil (Genesis 49:5-7). Their “religious influence”
in the realm of government has helped dishonest judges (of the Old Testament),
monarchs of all kinds, dictatorships, bureaucracies, and even modern democratic
republics to more easily covet and steal in “official capacity,” especially when
religious officials have slyly elevated Orwellian “authority” over honesty. Doctrine
on “authority” abounds, but doctrine about honesty “not so much.”
The Curse of the Levites has entered into the 21st Century, where it is
embodied and practiced by “religious officials” who receive either direct or indirect
funding (i.e. tax benefits) from government. As consequence, and virtually as
tradition, “church” has chiefly supported individual rights only so long as such
rights do not interfere with the state/government. This “arrangement” protects the
special benefits that the state gives to “religion.” “Church” will not be honest
about government’s dishonest tyranny of coveting and stealing
until “church” itself is taxed – which would truly make “church”
more like Jesus, wouldn’t it?

I said, “Do not judge by appearances, but judge
with right judgment.” (John 7:24, NRS)

BUT APPARENTLY EVERYONE ONLY
REMEMBERED THE “DO NOT JUDGE” PART!
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Tax Church!
WHAT IS IT ABOUT TAXES??

When Jesus Said to “Pay Taxes,” He Did Not Mean to
Ignore Bad Government or to “Let It Off-the-Hook.”
When “church” is untaxed, it heeds the needs of the state.
When “church” is taxed, honesty like Jesus had
could become its sharp weapon! JESUS’ PAID TAXES!

JESUS PAID TAXES
Modern priests/pastors, who “minister” in the religious wake of the
Levites, assert that Jesus paid taxes to “honor authority.” THEY ARE
FALSE! Jesus paid taxes to honor his own honesty – in contrast to the
Establishment’s dishonesty. Jesus also paid taxes to block/befuddle the
“authorities” from trying to close his ministry. Besides, Jesus’ ability to
befuddle “authority” was part of his intended Passion!

Jesus never gave up free speech or honesty in exchange
for a crony “501 (c)(3)” deal with government – as modern
religious officials have engineered for themselves.
Under 501(c)(3), churches are crony corporations. The root words for
“corporation” are "corpus" which means “dead” and "oratio" which
means “speak.” Hence "Dead Speak.” (That fits well!)
Instead of being like Jesus and valuing honesty, “church” is
manipulated by cunning “leaders” to fall in line with dishonest
“Establishment.”
Like the Levites of old, Genesis 49:5-7, modern “religious officials”
claim to be “doing good” when they are instead advancing tyranny.
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“Church” Critically Abandoned
Honesty About Government in 1954
Read “501c3 Facts” by Peter Kershaw
Also see his book “In Caesar's Grip”
http://hushmoney.org/501c3-facts.htm
“Church” has been like a “waterboy” for government ever
since incorporating under 501c3, with its “pails” of taxpaying
churchgoers who “believe” that they are being “faithful”
when not questioning the rampant dishonesty that steadily
grows in front of their own eyes because of 501c3.
”Church” could claim its Constitutional rights, as outlined by
Peter Kershaw’s information. However, at this point, CLERGY
SECRETS (Warren Vitcenda) recommends that churches run as
businesses for two reasons. (1) Jesus said to pay taxes. &
(2) Paying taxes is great leverage for making “church”
be honest about itself and dishonest government.

When Religious Officials are Willfully "Blind,
Deaf, and Dumb" about the Coveting and
Stealing Done by Government, They Break
Contract for Expecting Offerings from the
People!

KEEP YOUR
MONEY!
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Prophets Are Greater
Than Priests
Over and Over Again in the Biblical Story, Prophets
Had to Shore Up for the Ruinous Greed & Bureaucratic Laziness
of the “Priests” that Sought Adulation, Praise, and Power by the
Easiest Means Available, Beginning with the Levites.
--- Not much has changed. --“Levitical Ministry” has been a curse to the present.
1) Levitical “Priests” were Deceitfully Crony with the Coveting
& Stealing Done by Orwellian “Establishment” Government.
2)Levitical “Priests” Engineered Easily Repetitive “Ministry” for
Their Own Convenience and Profit.
3) Levitical “Priests” Repeatedly Watered-down Many
Teachings, Including Many from the Prophets.
4) Levitical “Priests” Seemed to Forget Everything About
Melchizedek’s Righteousness; Thus, They Hardly Honored
Melchizedek or Abraham’s Offerings to Him.

Sadly, Levitical “ministry” has been a “template.”

DAMN THOSE DISHONEST “PRIESTS!”
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A CHOICE OF PRIESTHOODS
Jesus’ Ministry was Patterned after the
Righteous Order of Melchizedek’s Priesthood
(Hebrews 7) and NOT after the Dishonestly
Cunning Levitical Priesthood of Israel.

BIG DIFFERENCE!

The Quality of a
Nation’s Government
Often Reflects the
Dedicated Honesty of
its Prevailing Religious
Leadership,
…Or the Lack Thereof.

“Religious Officials” still pattern their Orwellian
tyranny after the Levites instead of MELCHIZEDEK!
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Spot Religious Officials Who
Betray the Priesthood of

Melchizedek

According to Hebrews Chapter 7, Jesus’ Priesthood
was patterned "after the Order of Melchizedek."
Melchizedek was a righteous King/Priest before the
time of Abraham. He was neither Hebrew or Levite.
Melchizedek ruled righteously in religion and government.
For millennia, Levitical styled religious officials seem
to have forgotten about Melchizedek.
The "Order of Melchizedek" means "honest righteousness" and
not just "taker of offerings" as many clergy emphasize.
Q: Why have religious officials not wanted the Commandments
against coveting and stealing to be applied to government for
the past 3,500 years???
A: Because they are “Levitical” and not “after the Order of
Melchizedek.”
Truly honest religion develops doctrine for reducing coveting
and stealing, even by government. Where is that doctrine?

“Church” provides little if any of it.
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Government gives
"church" what it needs a Sabbath, and "church"
gives government what it
needs – cooperative
silence about
government’s coveting
and stealing.

Jesus wouldn’t imply
that coveting and
stealing are righteous
when done through
government.
Read the Bible differently,
especially noting its
patterns when “religious
authority” forsakes the
GOLDEN RULE.

“Church” that does not have “ministry”
to define and examine government’s coveting
& stealing does its own Orwellian work!
given a brain.
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The Devil’s Ticket?
Lucifer Only Needs to Point Out the Massive Means of
Coveting and Stealing Wielded by “Church and State.”
THE DEVIL'S NEXT RISE TO POWER could look very righteous if
is contrasted against the vast array of religious and government
institutions which have wielded "power" for coveting and staling by
leveraging religion itself to embellish their own joint “authority.”
Ever since the Levites and Israel’s Elders reigned together after
the Exodus, there has existed a cahoots between religion and
government acting as mutual benefactors, with government giving
protections and benefits to effectively buy the support of "religious
officials." Consequentlly, it cannot be honestly denied that the
Magna Carta, the Reformation, and even the American Revolution
have been only marginally able to thwart "government" from being an
agent for massive coveting and stealing. The Devil’s way in!

EXAMPLE 1 – “THE DEVIL BE LIKE JESUS:” In contrast to
“religious officials,” Jesus was not bought-off by government
protections or tax benefits. His ministry paid taxes so to not be seen
as perhaps dishonestly in cahoots with government authority. The
Devil could follow the same pattern set by Jesus, a patterns.
Besides, who could ever imagine a celestial being ever being boughtoff by human government anyway? LOL!
EXAMPLE 2 – “THE DEVIL BE LIKE JESUS:” Also being like
Jesus, the Devil too could make himself be unpopular with the
"Establishment" represented by religion or government. For many, he
would be viewed in heroic terms for his correct honesty about
dishonest religion and government.
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The major problem for temporal "officials" in both religion and
government at the time of the Devil’s rise could be that the Devil
will be absolutely HONEST and CORRECT about their ORWELLIAN
tyrannies. Their power will dissolve around them and then Lucifer
will easily ascend to power in a BLAZE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS.
Ironically, the Devil’s rise could inspire new Bible study. Bible
study will transform it into more of a reflective learning about how
stealthy Judeo-Christian ministry sacrificed the honesty meant for
the Promised land to instead prescriptively teach to have "faith"
that does not closely examinine the deceitful coveting and stealing
means invented by "authorities."

The Full Essence of the Promised Land was Possible.
It was though most dependent on honesty, not authority.
"Authority" has most often hounded against liberty
and freedom, rambling to oppose them through
ancient Israel, Judah, the Roman Empire, into the
present times. Rather than becoming a divinely
fruitful Promised Land and refuge from Egypt, the
conquering of the Land of Canaan by the Hebrews
became more and more a task inspired by the need
of the Levites and Elders to have conquest rather
than to plant the full essence of the Promised Land.
How else would so much tyranny been made
standard across Judeo-Christianity other than by
means of religious doctrine consistently elevating
authority above honesty so as to give as much free
reign to despots as possible?
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Julian Assange/Wikileaks
on Dishonest Government
“The overwhelming majority of information is
classified to protect political security, not
national security.” - Julian Assange/Wikileaks
POLITICAL SECURITY = RELIGIOUS SECURITY
RELIGIOUS SECURITY = POLITICAL SECURITY
They collude together!

BEWARE!
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March 31, 2009

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
I have known Warren Vitcenda for 12 years. He served as an intern at Fron
Lutheran Church in Starbuck, Minnesota for one year while I was serving as a
pastor. I was his supervising pastor. Along with myself as his supervisor, Warren
also met regularly with our internship committee. We were all impressed with his
growth during the year that he was with us. He was involved in preaching,
teaching, hospital visitation, counseling and a variety of other ministries during
that year. He was especially gifted in the area of teaching. His sermons were well
prepared and very in depth about the scriptures. His Bible study teaching was also
well organized and solid. The internship year is a time when students are able to
practice what they have learned at the seminary plus learn what it is like to be a
pastor. For all practical reasons Warren was a pastor at our church. People
responded to his ministry amongst us in a very generous way because that is the
way they saw him too. He has a welcoming spirit about him that invites openness.
On a personal note I think Warren would make a wonderful pastor. He has a
heart for the church and the preaching of the Word. He is a good friend and is
committed to his relationships. Warren is also not afraid to stand up for what is
the truth in today’s spongy society. I would be glad to recommend him for
ministry in whatever setting the church would call him into. Any questions please
call me.
JUBELATE DEO!!!!

Bruce Nelson
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